
14918 La Quinta -  FAQ 

~ Did the Home Flood During Harvey? 

Yes, MUST READ below for the flooding details.

While the home had flooded, it was one of only two homes on the block that did and the 
severity was very low since it was only about 10” high at peak. PinPoint does not buy homes 
marked by a flood typically, but we made an exception given it was a one time event from 
Harvey due to the reservoir release and the civil engineers were working on the fix (have since 
completed) to prevent a flood even in a repeated Harvey like storm.  Three 10’ diameter 
culverts were installed to handle the water flow to be sure the area would be protected in the 
future. The family that lived there had the repairs completed and had very little interruption to 
living there. The purchase was made on improving the home, details below, it was not 
purchased as flood repair. You can never say something is flood proof, but there is very, very 
little risk to LaQuinta ever flooding again (thus insurance is cheap) and so we moved forward 
with the purchase.  PinPoint will purchase 3 years of flood insurance to help stand behind this 
claim with an accepted offer.


~ Why did the seller decide to do a Modern Renovation? 

The home had great ‘bones’, lots of character like the big beams in the vaulted living room, etc. 
So our mission was just to modernize it with design which included opening up the kitchen to 
the living room and dining room. The Kitchen was repositioned to expand cabinetry and have 
that beautiful large island. The master had enough space but wasn’t a full master suite. We 
repositioned the closets to be walk in and then created the large bathroom with double vanity

sink and gave it the suite feature every buyer wants.


We wanted the buyer to enjoy a low maintenance and efficient home. So every window and 
door was replaced, reducing utility bills substantially. We also replaced the sidewalk and 
driveway, a hidden bonus that many over look. Hot water heaters are new. The list goes on.

And finally within the design, there are many high quality, low maintenance tile & hardwood 
materials through out. We felt the home deserved maximum investment, so any place we could 
add flavor (simple as the backsplash tile in the kitchen being added to the back of the steps), 
not just any island but a large island capable of serving as an informal eating area and the list 
goes on as you look carefully through the home.


~ Why did the Seller purchase this home? 

We are big fans of end of cul de sac locations. What better place to raise small children than a 
fenced backyard and front yard that has no traffic but your own.  It is uniquely positioned to 
have only one neighbor within 75 feet.  It is very close to main thorough fares, but tucked away 
enough to enjoy the tranquility of the nice days Houstons weather has to offer year round.  


~ Will the Buyer be willing to pay for Flood Insurance? 

Yes, the buyer will be willing to pay for 3 Years of Flood Insurance with an accepted offer as 
stated above.  If the home were to flood (again we can’t say never but it wont :), PinPoint will 
pay your deductible.


